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These day's a high level of competition can be easily found in each and every field which is there in
the market, but even after all this it would not be wrong, to say that the world of technology has
became one of the most competitive field in the market as each and every company or manufacture
who is there in this field requires to  produce or  manufacture some of the most updated gadgets 
with the each passing day if they are willing to sustain in the same.

And that's the very reason that today we can find thousands of new gadgets or mobile phones with
some of the best features in them from various companies in the market. Now without wasting much
of the space let us discuss the various feature which can be found in the lasted handset from the
company Micromax which is named as Micromax Superfone a50.

But before moving any further in our conversation let us note some of the very basic features of new
Micromax Superfone a50, that is this Micromax mobile phone from the company comes with an
operating system which is known as Android v2.3 (Gingerbread) and to support this operating
system company has installed an 650 MHz Processor in the same. you can also find a 2 mega pixel
camera to click some of your favorite moments, a 3.1  inch Capacitive Touchscreen for better
working, Expandable Storage Capacity of 32 GB, Dual SIM (GSM + GSM) facility and much more in
the same.

These days design is one thing which has become one of the most important feature for most of the
youngsters in the country, and that the very reason that various companies which are there in
market  have started taking an extra care of same, and that too in the pretty well manner, and that's
the very reason that this handset from the company Micromax is an instant hit amongst the most of
the youngsters, as this is coming with one of the most elegant looks in the range (with round edges
and smooth finish) and also not to forget about the various colors options which can be opted.

Moving on to the last point of our todayâ€™s conversation which is related to the connectivity issues and
the various other features which can be found in this new  handset from the company. A GPRS
facility, EDCE facility, WI-FI, Bluetooth and 3G are few of the features which can be found in this
handset which mean it doesnâ€™t matter  where you go you will be carrying your world full of
possibilities with yourself.

Talking about some of the other features in this handset, one thing can be said for sure that is, you'll
never get lost if you are carrying  this Micromax mobile phone from the company  (Micromax
Superfone A50) as it is available with a GPS support system with the help of Google maps.  Also in
the list of many other features you will find the facility of checking e-mails, check on latest movies
reviews, language translations, facility of daily horoscopes and many other.

In the end for more details related to this new mobile phones price in the market you can take help
of various online shopping websites in the market.
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